
Kindergarten Skills Review 7

Skill Directions
Letter Naming 

Fluency

Have students point to each letter and say the letter 
name. After you have practiced a few times student 
can say letter sound or letter name and sound. If 
you want to time the student you can keep track 
and see if everyday they can “beat” their old time. 

Phoneme 
Segmentation

Parent will say the word (i.e. lip) student  will then 
say the sounds they hear in the word lip. Do one 
practice together and then student should be able 
to say sounds after you say the word. Words: .cow, 
trash, pizza, lamp, dress, punch.

Nonsense 
Word Fluency

Student needs to point to each word and read. 
Encourage the student to slide under and say all 
the sounds together so it sounds like reading  
instead of each sound in isolation. If student is 
stuck have them point  to the vowel and say that 
sound first.

Sight Word 
Fluency

Have students read through these words for 
practice. These are common  words students see 
over and over in print. 

Sentences
Students need to read these sentences. Have them 
read the first time figuring  out the tricky words and 
then reread up to speed, so it sounds like you talk.  

Spelling

Parent will say the word and then student will 
repeat word back and say sounds aloud and then 
write them on paper, a whiteboard, in sand, in 
shaving cream, on a dry erase marker on a mirror 
or window, you choose! Words: gas, jump, lips, 
stamp, lunch, mask.
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Letter Naming  Fluency 
o F t H U I L j z Y

e C q v D H O d V W

x f K N p s B J y A

X i b Q m E r I R G

S a c T W u g Z k M

Phoneme Segmentation 
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Nonsense Words  Fluency 
yed hib nuck teg lan

rep neg dat rin tig

rop dut rom nep ip

von lib lep nan rud

Reading Review 7

are of by as be

you they look see she

as see of are by

look she you they of

with me for he like

Sight Word  Fluency
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Sentences 
Reading Review 7

Spelling

1. He had on a tux and a 
silk vest.

2. Can you stand on the big 
stump? 

3. I had to pump the gas!


